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EDITORIAL
On the next page you will find the first and
second prize essays from our Junior Essay Contest We received a number of excellent essays
and the judges were hard put to make up their
minds. In fact, the results were so good that we
are awarding two honorable mentions in addi-

tion to the four cash prizes announced. As space
permits, we intend to publish them all. Meanwhile, congratulations to our top winners! To
Catherine Woytowicz, Elissa Kirsh, and Jill
Wichick l
Concerning our other authors:
Joseph Snyder has contributed articles to "The
Amateur Boxer," "Boxing Illustrated," and "Official Karate." His research into Bruce Lee's system of unarmed combat has led him to the belief
that Lee's technique for the empty-handed
Kung Fu fighting method was based on a brilliant synthesis of Western fenCing and boxing,
as well as judo and other martial arts. He here
tells of Bruce Lee's links to fencing.
Connie Yu is an enthusiastic fencer and
mother of fencers; one of the prime supporters
of the newly emerging and successful Fencing
Center in San Jose, California.
Rob Handelman is known to us as a fencing
master, a graduate of the National Sports Institute in France. He has abandoned that profession to study chiropractic for the last three years.
He here applies some of his new knowledge to
the subject of fenCing injuries.
Charles Simonian is an associate professor of

physical education at Ohio State. He coached
the men's team there from 1963 to 1980 and
served as chairman of the NCAA FenCing Committee for several years.

* * has brought to
Since one of our *researchers
our attention some Board of Directors Minutes,
dated 1969. we would like to reaffim our traditional editorial policy. For the enlightenment
of all. we reprint here from the "Report of the
Special Committee for the Selection of the Editor
of American Fencing and the Establishment of
Editorial Policy:' dated June 6, 1969, as
presented to the (then) AFLA Board of Directors
after the untimely death of Joseph deCapriles,
who had served as editor for many years:
"We researched most thoroughly numerous possibilities. We felt that the magazine
should be expanded and improved, but continued in the tradition of the past 21 years:
'specifically to be open for comment and
criticism with respect to the management of
the AFLA.'

JR. ESSAY CONTEST WINNERS-"This can best be accomplished by having
an editor who is independent of the officers
of the League; who believes that the pages of
American Fencing should continue to be
open to all fencers, and that the editor continue to have full discretion over the selection
of news items and articles, subject only to
broad policy guidelines to be established by
an AFLA policy board, as in the past."
Ralph Goldstein was elected editor at that
time and served with distinction fer a number of
years. It was subsequently (July 4, 1969) resolved by the Board of Directors that
"it shall be a policy of American Fencing to
print responsible suggestions and criticism
together with the response of appropriate
League personnel in the same issue and in
close proximity to each other."
Accompanying resolutions stated that the
editor should not be either an officer or director
of the AFLA, that he be priviledged. ex officio.
to attend all meetings of the Board of Directors
and of its Executive Committee, that he be
elected by the Board of Directors for a term of 4
years to coincide with the quadrennial period,
and that he be authorized to appoint an assistant
editor.
Well'
Somewhere along the line, circumstances
have Changed the situation and some of the
above guidelines and policies have been lost in
the shuffle. Your present editor has been "in office" (not elected) for over two years and has
been unaware of these resolutions. We would
wager that some of our past editors have also
been unaware of them.
We are totally in favor of the intent and specifics of all the 1969 resolutions, including an editorial policy "to encourage membership in the
AFLA among fencers in the U.S. and to promote
the best interests of the spor!." Surely, no one
can quarrel with that l
We welcome your letters and comments.
MTH

FIRST PRIZE
"FENCING FOR ME"
by Cal];,rine }l,juijIUiI'icc (16 years old)
t like most fencers, enjoy fencing for
many reasons. Introduced to the sport as
an elective in gym, I grew to like it enough
to join the team. Soon, I found myself loving both the sport and the people and
realizing fencing is more than "having at"
someone with a sword.
Fencing is truly both an ancient art and a
modern sport. When I first saw it, fencing
was flashing and dazzling and full of style.
After learning the techniques and competing with the team, I began to notice a few
more reasons
I liked it: I was developing speed, agility, and performance. The
dedication during practice and the hours
spent trying to use the coach's advice were
paying off. Fencing developed a near unity
of thought and action. It took a shy, weaklegged, asthmatic kid who had failed in
other sports and made a powerful college
athlete. It changed average people into
champions. It showed I could have the determination and strength to win. It gave
me a wonderful trip to the 1982 Junior
Olympics. It gave me a chance to shine.
The second thing which impressed me
about fencing was the people. The fencing
team I have belonged to for the past two
years has been the closest, most interpersonal team I have ever been involved with.
I won't go to the extreme of saying "I've
never met a fencer I didn't like;" I am sure
there have been those whom I would love
to have flayed with a foil and I have certainly disagreed with directors and judges.
Even allowing for this, fencers on the
whole are a fascinating and intelligent
group of people. They have a unique sense
of honesty and gentlemanliness not found
in other sports. They are not even afraid to
be labelled a "fencer" instead of a football
player or basketball star. Working individually toward a team goal, fencers are
very special to me.
reasons for
In the end, my two
sport itself
liking fencing are the

and the wonderful people who I
in it. I have enjoyed fencing fc
good and bad: the adventure oj
night meet and the chance to nai'
who had beaten me before. I like
it made me quick and graceful; I
it because there were twenty-tw
the team and only two girls. I ev
because I secretly wanted to be I
Lastly. I liked it because it was
was positive. When I lost. I gain,
ence; when I won, it made it ;
while.

SECOND PRIZE
"WHY I LIKE FENCING"
by Elissa Celeste Kirsch 01 years old)
I like fencing because it is a
while you are having fun you al
all different things about fenci]
teaches you how to control yOy
You learn how to control your
other parts of your body.
I fence because my mother ;
fence. Now that I fence, this J
compete in the competition f(
group. Since I began to fence I'v
of new people. That is also why
It may sound to you that all
"fun." Well, it is not. It is a seric
have written two reports on fe
that also has made me understar
I think it is fascinating to fen
watch other people fence.
I like to fence because it is ne,
about certain weapons. I fen
every Saturday and that also h'
understand it a lot better than wi
in on the Saturday before. I feel
you have a lesson, even if you
over something you already lee
know more about it the second
time. It's more fun to keep lean
one thing than it is to learn one t
it.
I like to fence because it keep,
est. If you know how to fence yc
lot of things. I like fencing witt
cause that is what I learned on.
will learn to fence with an epe

with a sabre. That will be fun. That is why I
like to fencel

THIRD PRIZE
FENCING
by Jill Wichick (14 years old)

I enjoy fencing because it has given me
an opportunity to be involved in a unique
and creative activity which many teenagers
are unfamiliar with. The wins and losses
me in many situations involving disappointments and successes. It has
changed my life in terms of responsibility,
maturity, and devotion.
Fencing has helped me become a more
responSible person. I have a responsibility
towards mv team, my coach, and especially myself. Whether fencing for the team
or as an individual, I feel the necessity to
do my best and learn something from each
bout.
I also enjov fenCing because I have become a more mature person since I began.
Although losing in fenCing can sometimes
be very difficult to accept, being a gracious
loser or a good sport is very important.
When I lost a bout when I was younger I

~

used to cry; now I realize my mistakes and
can learn something beneficial from each
experience.
Fencing has espeCially changed my life in
terms of devotion and dedication. Much of
my time is spent fencing during school
days, evenings, and weekends. Without it,
my life would have fewer goals and hopes.
I enjoy it because it has become an essential
part of my life to which I can devote hours
of hard work and gain a most admirable
achievement: success.
I love fencing because it has brought my
family together, giving us endless conversations. My parents are the coaches of the
Walt Whitman High School fencing teams.
My sister and I both fence for it and my
brother, who once fenced, is slowly coming
back into our family tradition.
I love fencing because it has changed my
life and has brought about many positive
changes in me. It has given me a chance to
win and to lose: two very important ingredients of life. My goals and dreams continue to get bigger and better, and I hope to
continue to successfullv achieve them.
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· 24 hour shipping on all orders
·PRIEUR equipment in stock
· Lowest prices in U. S.
· Monthly specials
Special highest quality
Italian made lastex uniforms,
reg. $114.57; special $85.00.
Negrini sabre foil gloves'
white leather, well padded,
only $14.95.
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fROM THE PRESIDENT
by Michel A. lvlalll/(}uk

It is time, I am told, for me to part with
some deep words of wisdom for our members, those who take time to read our
AMERICAN FENCING.
You are by now, I hope, experiencing the
improvement in our day to day administrative responsibilities. Anne Whiting, our
Administrative Asst. in Colorado Springs,
and Carla Mae Richards, our Executive Director, who plans to move there soon, have
done a monumental job in only a few short
months; the need was and is definitely
there. I cannot but marvel at past administrations as to how they managed I?
Some of our immediate goals to start,
should be twofold. First, increase our
membership and broaden our base, i.e. the
misunderstood grass rootS. We must, like
other sports that have grown in membership and progressed in the international
ranks, reach out where it all begins, the 7,
8, & 9 year olds. Try to develop interest in
that age group; this is where it all begins.
Fencing needs your help; the fencer, the
coaches, the masters and the fencing
equipment suppliers can and should all
playa part in this effort. I, as president of
the USFA, have contacted the AAHPERD*
to propose a seminar for their members
during their annual convention in Los
Angeles in March of 1984. They have welcomed the idea and will feature this seminar in their program. A committee is being
formed to work closely with their headquarters in Reston, Virginia. This potential
program will introduce Physical Education
teachers to the basics of teaching fencing
and, most importantly, let them know that
we are here to help them.
Division chairpersons are the most important link in this effort; if you need help
or want to just exchange ideas, I am always
available. If you want to put your time and
effort into this project, I will give you my
time and any possible assistance.
I am told we cannot compete with the
Europeans in obtaining substantial international results; this is defeatist talk. The

United States is doing it in figu
ice hockey, gymnastics, swimrr
name it. Why? Because, 1) they
cated to their respective sport, :
ents are actively involved and
their lives to the requirements OJ
of their sport in order to excel
words, 100 percent plus commi'
Finally, AMERICAN FENCIN(
to create interest and unity; our
reaches many in other countries
sents the USFA. If you are unn
any situation, your forum shol
Board of Directors meetings or
Executive Director or me, per
you feel that you want the "wor
your letter, then do not simpl
offer what you consider a soluti(
'American Assucialiull for Health, Ph!
I iul1 & Recreatiun Directors.

USFA JUNIOR OLYMPIC
DEVELOPMENT SECTION U
SUMMER CAMPS
Several of the Sections of thE
conducting Junior Olym pic
Camps this summer. Each S,
have different criteria for sele(
pers, and not all dates or costs a1
time, so you are advised to contc
son listed. One cost, howeve
there is a $50.00 Registration F,
Camp.
North Atlantic Section: 29 Julyat Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N.
Burton Moore, 8 Pin C
West port, C T 06880.
Mid Atlantic Section: Probably tlin July; at Univ. of Penn.
phia. Contact: David Mic
Brookline Ave., Cherry
08034.
Midwest Section: 31 July - 7 ,
Ohio State Univ., Columl
Contact: Charlotte Remeny
De pt., Ohio State Univ.,
Ohio 43210.
contin

Southwest Section: 17 - 22 July; at Southwest Texas State Univ., San Marcos.
Contact: David Ladyman, 8028 Gessmer #1805, Austin, TX 78753.

Pacific Coast Section: Dates: TBA. Site:
TBA. Contact: Sheri Posthumus, 1573
Monteval Lane, San Jose, CA 95120.

BRUCE LEE'S ADAPTATION OF
EUROPEAN FENCING TECHNIQUES
by Jose

AWARDS AND
ACCOLADES
To Jana Angelakis, for having been chosen woman fencing" Athlete of the Year" by
the U.S. Olympic Committee. Jana also received the "Olympia Awards", established
by the Southland Corporation to recognize
and reward excellence and achievement by
outstanding amateur athletes throughout
the country.
To Michael Marx, selected by the USOC
as the male fencing "Athlete of the Year."
To Paul Pesthy, epeeist par excellence
and many-times Olympian, and to Donald
Driskill, promising young foilist, for also
receiving the distiguished "Olympia
Award."
To Maestro Istvan Danosi, for his induction into the Wayne State University Athletic Hall of Fame. Under his direction as
fencing coach from 1958 through 1982,
WSU won five NCAA fencing championships, produced 40 All-Americans and 15
National champions.

1984 OLYMPIC
GAMES
Commissioner for Fencing under the
LAOOC for the 1984 Olympics is Janice
Romary, who carried the flag for the U.S.
in the 1968 Olympic Games in Mexico City.
Jan has been on six Olympic teams and has
won the U.S. National Foil Championships
ten times.
Her staff Supervisor of Fencing is Carlos
Fuertes, recently elected chairman of the
Southern California Division. Technical
Manager is Dan DeChaine, one of our most
competent and experienced armorers
whose series of articles is currently running
[n AMERICAN FENCING.

CHANGE IN DATE
The Annual Membership Meeting will be
held Saturday, June 4th, at 6:30 PM and the
Special Meeting of the Board of Directors
will follow at 7:30 PM on the sam day. Both
meetings were preViously announced for
the middle of the week.

GALA NIGHT
Gala Night at the 1983 Nationals will be on
Saturday, June 11, at 8 PM at the Pannonia
Athletic Club in San Francisco. Festivities are
jointly sponsored by the Pannonia Club and
by American Fencers Supply Details will be
provided upon arrival at the Nationals.

OLYMPIC COINS
In an effort to achieve a redesign of the
1984 Olympic coins, former Olympian
George Worth and his wife, Karen, former
president of the Nat'!. Sculptors Society,
testified before a U.S. House of Representatives subcommittee last December. They
urged that a design competition among top
sculptors be held.
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LOWEST PRICES
COMPLETE LINE
QUALITY EQUIPMENT
IMMEDIA TE DELIVERY
PLEASE WRITE OR CALL FOR
YOUR FREE. PICTURED CATALOG AND PRICE LIST.
N77 W7287 OAK STREET
CEDARBURG. WISCONSIN 53012
414-377-6437

Although Bruce Lee, the great Chinese
kung fu master, has been deceased for nearly
a decade, he still exerts influence upon all
those who are presently involved in the
Oriental martial arts.
Bruce Lee himself explained the techniques which differentiated his own style of
Chinese kung fu from countless others, by
wliting a seven-volume masterwork which he
entitled: "The Tao of Jeet Kune Do". However, during the past seven years of pre paration for my own soon-to-be-published book,
"The Sources of Bruce Lee's Techniques;' I
discovered that a rather sizable portion of
Bruce Lee's Oriental kung fu method was,
ironically enough, of Occidental origin.
It turned out that Bruce Lee had made
massive use of word-far-word extracts from
the works of great fencing masters: Julio Martinez Castello, James & Hugo Castello, c.L.
de Beaumont, and Roger Crosnier. He also
presented an abundance of verbatim material
from books written by prominent authors
from the fields of bOxing, kinesiology, and
philosophy. Some tracings of illustrations
were also used by Bruce, originating from
two judo books and a boxing manual.
However, for the purposes of this article, I
will focus exclusively on the origin of the
fencing techniques as used by Bruce Lee.
These techniques, incidentally, cover the entire spectrum of fenCing, but were not referred to as such by Bruce. What I mean is
that, in otherwise completely verbatim passages, the word "fighter" would be constantly substituted for the word "fencer", the
word "arm" for "blade", and 'JKD" Geet
Kune Dol for "fencing".
Just how could Bruce Lee use fencing
techniques to improve his kung fu skills?
Welt I'm certain that one time or another,
you must have heard your own fencing in-.
structor refer to your foil as a mere extension
of the right arm. This was a natural for Bruce,
because he was trained to use the forward
right guard in the Wing Chung kung fu style
he studied as a boy in Hong Kong, under the

great Yip Man. Bruce simply closec
in g) measure by about a yard
eliminating the foil, he substitute
fist to serve the same functions as
tip of the foil.
In order to fully understand E
concept of how he used his left a
tion to fencing techniques, we mu
attention to the 16th century Spar

" . .. Bruce Lee had I
massive use of wor,
word extracts from
works of great fenl
matches:'
who depended upon fencing as
sheer survival.
Indeed, the early Spanish fen.
the rather formidable rapier as h
weapon, however, he did not Ie.
hand to merely dangle in the a
viewing it defenSively, he used a
cloak for protection. However,
curred to him that there was no rE
take full advantage of counter
tunities as they presented thems
not arm this left hand? This he di
deadly mingauche (dagger).
Bruce Lee followed the sar
thought as to the utilization of h
Although its basic assignment wa,
he also aggressively employed t1
riposte, and counter attack whe
occurred. Simply shortening tlenabled him to make such aggre~
ments with his fist.
Bruce even had a few advant
disposal, not available to his IE
counterpart, that is, the accumula
edge of several centuries of sc
techniques as developed and refi
masters of the foil.

Hence, standard fencing manuals became
to Bruce Lee feasible fresh approaches to already familiar concepts he learned from
other sources. For example, he found that the
boxer's block has the clistinct disadvantage of
absorbing the incsming blow, whereas the
use of the fencers parry allows the practitioner to reclirect and nullify the energy of
the opponent's thrust.
The idea of modifying some of the techniques of fenCing to comply with the demands of empty-handed combat was not one
which was originated by Bruce Lee. Lon before Bruce was born, Anthony J. Drexel Biddle, ER.G.s., pondered this possibility. He
was a student of the internationally famous
"Maestro de Armas", Julio Martinez Castello,
(one of the fencing masters incidentally, from
whom Bruce Lee "borrowed" verbatim material).
As a Colonel in the Marine Corps during
World War I, Anthony J. Biddle combined his
fenCing skills with his various other
achievements in the martial arts, and formulated a method of hand-to-hand combat with
which to train Marine recruits. Later, these
methods were incorporated into the EB.l's
hand-to-hand combat training program.

"Bruce Lee was interested
in what technique of
handling ... fencing
weapons ... could be
adapted to emptyhanded combat:'
It was Colonel Biddle who first discovered
the boxing talents of a young Marine named
Gene Tunney, later destined to become
"Heavyweight Champion of the World"After the war, Gene studied fencing with the
colonel's esteemed instructor, Julio Castello.
Tunney soon noticed that a certain automatic
transfer of skills took place between his fencing and boxing studies, which gave him a
decided edge in the ring.
During his bouts with Jack Dempsey, the
sports writers of the day were simply astonished by Gene's clever ring craftsman-

ship, extraorclinary sense of balance, unusual
parrying skills, excellent counterpunching
techniques, and his rare ability to "hit without being hit". It makes one wonder just
where he picked all of this up, doesn't it?
Bruce Lee also recognized this automatic
transfer of skills. However, (aside from practicing fencing with his wife), he never participated in the sport as such. He put the
"borrowed" techniques of fencing into clirect
application, by making the necessary adjustments for their use in unarmed combat.
Bruce was interested in what technique
of handling each of the three fencing
weapons, (the foil, the epee, and the sabre)
could be adapted to empty-handed combat.
He eagerly extracts verbatim material about
each weapon, from all three of Roger Crosnier's books, to present his own treatise.
The volume covering the use of the foil
supplied Bruce with the details of the most
sophisticated form of fenCing. He adapted
these techniques with ease because of his
basic discipline of Wing Chun kung fu was
predominantly a close-fighting method, in

Salle Df Armes Kadar
FENCING ACADEMY
Since 1958

Quality school for
progressive fencers and coaches

7127 Brecksville Road
Independence, Ohio 44131

which wrist-control and mastery of circular
motions were an integral part.
Roger Crosnier's volume of fenCing with
the sabre, with its discussions of the absence
of touch and the concentration of control of
the fenCing measure, afforded Bruce the opportunity to adapt these techniques for use in
extended-clistance fighting.
The volume of Cosnier's epee fencing fascinated Bruce, because the expansion of the
target line and the elimination of the right of
way, made the sport a close apprOximation to
the actual" do or clie" dueling situation.
Bruce often renamed fenCing techniques.
He called "making ground" "bridging the
gap", and Julio Castello's "touch on time", (a
keystone of Bmce's Jeet Kune Do), was referred to in "The Tao ofJeet Kune Do" as the
"broken rhythm theory".
InCidentally, Bruce himself affirmed that he
had named his style of Jeet Kune Do ("the
intercepting fist"), after the concept of the
fencer's "stop-hit".
Anyone contemplating the study of the
Oriental martial arts, if he wishes to emulate
Bruce Lee, would do well to also seek out a
A fearsome trio '(I. to r: Bernie Siegel, Jennings Smith,
ii,d"'lIlc all seniors (over 35) to the
Senior
infullilUlion, write Mr. Smith, 6045 Fairlane

fencing instructor.
As I stated in my own book, "TI
of Bruce Lee's Techniques;' the
skills is obvious as demonstrated
Silliphant, the sucessfuI screen v
studied under Bruce Lee. Stirlin~
viously shown extraordinary fast n
fencer, and it is my contention th
have unknowingly contributed
Bruce Lee's development as a m,
than one could imagine.
Bruce intended no fraud, for hE
masterwork should not be publ
likely intended his notes to serv
improvement purposes. Those inv
its posthumous publication were 1
any unoriginality prior to its releas
'The Tao of Jeet Kune Do", (Bm
ara, c1975), because it contains a
fencing information, would be a u
ence tool for the student of fencinl
However, it is certain that it
Lee's ingenious application of Wf
rowed that helped him become ,
greatest of the martial artists.
©Jos el
Lekach) from Oakland Daggers Club st
June 5tlz and 6th, in San F
94611.

EIGHT WOMEN, EIGHT BOUTS,
EIGHT TOUCHES, AT EIGHT O'CLOCK
CUlllzic YUUJlg Yu
The poster of the D' Asaro Women's
Foil Finals was riveting. An attractive, determined looking woman with a dramatic
sword poised to kill. The Fencing Center in
downtown San Jose invited everyone to
see "America's world-class women foilists
do battle" Saturday night, January 15. An
impressive list of local sponsors from the
business community, news stories and
media announcements added to the attraction. This heralded a new dimension to the
annual circuit tournament. A spectator
event with popular appeal. The organizers
hoped it would work.
Bv 7 o'clock that evening the Fencing
Center was welcoming a growing throng of
people, many of whom had never seen a
fencing tournament before. Volunteers,
parents of the Center's junior
fencers wcre spurred to action, slicing the
90 loaves of baguettes, arranging the
ters of homemade hor d'oeuves, wheels of
cheese, cookies and urns of coffee. There
were cases of fine dntages donated by two
local wineries. Those assigned to
\\'inepouring were frantically looking for
bottle openers as the lines began forming
before them. (A national champion who
had carried 20 cases of donated soda pop up
the stairs loaned his from his weapons
before reinforcements arrived.)
The anticipation of the nearing capacity
audience filll'd the Fencing Center. This
large old building, formerly the headquarters of the city's major newspaper, was
transformed into a showcase for fenCing.
Remodeled into a fencing salle by fencers
and friends last summer, this evening it was
adorned with flowers, ribbull~ and posters.
The stage, a copper strip, glowed under the
florescent lights. Youngsters, junior members of Asgard Fencers were at their posts.
To their associates they were nearly unrecognizable in their semi-formal garb,
greeting people at the door, selling raffle
tickets and preparing to scorekeep.
still fencing:" came the frantic

word from a recent observer at the meet in
San Jose State's gym. Beginning at 9 a.m.
that morning with 72 fencers, the tournament had gone three rounds and direct
eliminations were narrowing the field. At
eight p.m. 350 spectators had jammed the
Center. The word wafted through the
room. "They'll be here at 8:45".
Scott Knies, innovative manager of the

"This large old
building ... was transformed into a showcase
for fencing
Fencing Center and mastermind of the
event, had organized a warm-up act for the
audience. A lively demonstration of a fencing bout by two 10 year old girls. Explanation of the equipment and the rules of the
game was given by the humorous, suave
M.e. of the evening, Peter Burchard.
Then at last, the arrival of the eight
finalists brought the audience to their feet.
It was the long-awaited parade of standouts, with an entourage of coaches, judges
and team mates.
"Joy is one of them!" Word of Joy Ellingson gave the local crowd good reason to
cheer. Another popular Bay Area champion. Connie Louie Handelman of San Francisco was also a finalist. Others were Vincent ("Vinnie") Bradford of Texas, two
French Canadians, Isabelle Ducharme and
Jacynthe Poirier, Margo Miller of Los
Angeles and the top-ranked Jana Angelakis
of Penn State.
The setting was impressive: the strip, the
over-head reel system, and the large scoring apparatus. Rows and rows of chairs
were filled. Many people were standing in
the back and all available corners. Alternatine dlrprtnr~ r;rpo M::I<:;:cl::::tl:::.c: ::Inri

George Kolomabatovitch were ready for action. The fencers rose to the occasions.
The first bout was between Angelakis and
Ducharme. The talented French Canadian,
barely 18, the youngest in the final, had a
tough time getting her game together and
lost to the experienced National Champion
8-4. The next bout was between Miller and
Metkus, and this time youth prevailed over
experience, 8-2. The closest bout of the
evening was between Bradford and Poirier,
and although the French Canadian was
ahead by 7-5, Vinnie showed her toughness
by coming from behind and winning 9-7.
With the home town crowd cheering Joy
on, she defeated Connie Louie Handelman
in an exciting match, 8-5.
Now it was a contest of the top four.
Andrea fencing Jana seemed nervous at first
and counter-attacked. Taking the lead,
Jana, the old hand at 21, was calm and collected. Andrea started to pull her game together with some well-executed attacks and
parry ripostes, but nerves got to her as she
counter-attacked into Jana's attack in the
final touch, losing 8-5.

The next bout featured the h
NIWFA champions of San Jose ~
nie and Joy. By now Joy had caUl
after leading 7-1, won 8-4.
In the third place match betwe,
and Vinnie, the former fought
extra spirit and heart that som'
fuses new challengers. Adrea wo
8-2, her best finish ever in a nab<
tournament. Applauding her vic
her delighted parents from Los AI
her proud former coach, Delma
now teaching at the Center.
The stage was set. The final bo
between Jana, the defending chan
the hometown favorite, Joy. II
dramatic face-off that many fan
visioned. Jana took the lead initio
seemed slightly nervous. Pulling
gether, Joy was able to attack, '
Jana parried, pulled off a counter
tie the score 4-4. The crowd roal
Joy!" "All the way, Joy!" Th,
seemed to give Joy the extra impE
attacks that sustained her throu
bout. The air was electric and th
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preciative audience. The directing was as
precise as the fencing, and there were
no protests or tantrums that sometimes
mar competitions. To those who doubted that anyone but the fencers and
their relatives would attend such an event,
Scott and his team of organizers could have
the triumphant last word. It was an overwhelming turnout, and a dazzling evening
of fencing.
But the weekend was far from over. The
men had yet their tournam2nt. Those who
had helped to bring off the women's finals
still had to fence, officiate and assist in
another long tournament da y. Host families
had preparations to make for their out-oftown fencers from the bed-and-breakfast
fundraiser. But the glow continued as the
crowd gathered in the Center's lounge for the
final toast and bite of bread and cheese. Carl
Schwende, President of the Canadian
Fencing Association, was exuberant, raising his commemorative "sword of grapes"
glass and saying: "To the most extraordinary tournament. They should all be like
thisl"

1:1
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Joy EIIillgtUIl
and z,
men's

the audience so great that Greg, the director, had to call for silence between touches.
Joy's point was like magic and her style
exuberant. She won to an explosion of
cheers, 8-5. Jana, the gracious sport that she
is, seemed to realize as she shook her opponent's hand, that the home court advantage
was hard to overcome.
But the victory was infectious. The
finalists all seemed uplifted as they received
their roses and trophies from Gay D' Asaro.
Just being part of the final was an achievement in itself. They had been put on stage
and performed well before a large and ap-

Fencing Equipment
2067 Broadway (71-72)
New York, N.Y. 10023
212-496-8255

There's a new BLADE
in fencing!
and BLADE gives you the
EDGE!
Expert guaranteed repairs
Allstar Soudet Negrini
Sabre special $24.99
School and club discounts

SPORTS
INJURIES

by Rob H

A CONSERVATIVE APPROA

In this and future issues of AMERICAN
FENCING, I hope to present articles dealing with fencing and sports injuries. The
information will cover material that will add
to the fencer's education about Prevention,
Care, and Rehabilitation of injuries. These
articles are intended to help you understand what injuries are all about, what you
can do to try to avoid them, and how to care
for them cnce you have received them.
They are intended to augment, not replace,
the programs that your coach, trainer, or
doctor might give you to prepare for the
coming season or, if injured, to prepare to
continue the season.
Before we talk about how to prevent an
injury, we should have some background
knowledge on the anatomy of an injury and
the type of tissue damaged.
Most fenCing injuries are minor and occur
in muscles, bones, tendons, cartilage, ligaments, joints, bursa, and in various areas of
the body. We will here give a general overview of the anatomy of an injury and its
repair.
Injuries are either acute or chronic in nalure. Acute means having a rapid onset
with often severe symptoms and a short
course; i.e.: tripping over a reel and spraining an ankle or wrist. Chronic problems
show little change or are of slow progression and long continuance; i.e.: a nagging knee or hamstring ache. Acute problems which are not properly treated readily
develop into chronic problems that will lead
to degenerate disease and major
Most injuries may be classified as due to
1) a direct blow (trauma, contusion)
2) a tear or rupture (strain or sprain)
3) inflammation (irritation, over use)
4) fracture (partial or complete)
5) infection (puncture wound)
Bones, muscles, tendons, cartilage, etc.
all have different abilities and mechanisms
for repair and regeneration after an injury.
Delay in the care of any tissue will affect its
abilities for maximum repair. The repair of

any tissue depends on the growth
the special cells of that tissue.
Here is a brief review of some I
sues and their healing abilities:
When bone is injured there are r:
ailable bone cells and therefore bo
completely and flawlessly with tim
fractures to the ball of the back f
occur with repetitive practice on a I
face. This type of fracture is usually
and difficult to diagnose. If a fall r
total fracture, the bone must be s
erly. As we age, bone heals mOrE
due to many factors, and the athl
take this into consideration.
For muscle this is not so. Cardic
muscle cells do not repair, while
muscle has limited regeneration. 51
tears in the muscle fibres and t
common muscle injury. Itis freque
in fencers whodo not warmup pro]
often occurs in the hamstring mw
especially long and fast lunge m
one to pull up lame in this mann'
strains have total regeneration, 1
strains or ruptures replace with sc
and lose elasticity and strength fo
Tendons are muscle attachment
bone. They repair very well and, ev
severed surgically, healing is exce
the tendon will become as strong a
Tendinitis is an inflammation of ;
and can be due to overuse or poc
tioning. Frequent and large parr
ments, such as windmill counter
quartes to the floor, may cause
elbow."
Ligaments have a poor blood sUI
when damaged, are called sprains
tures. Healing is slow and poor, W
scar tissue and loss of elasticity a
tion. Joints are structures that cor
ends of bones to allow motion of be
In the joint space the bones are cc
cartilage and surrounded by a syn
Daily use and movement causes
continL
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While we're on the subject of tips, two
last hints: make sure that every part of the
barrel is covered with tape (as well as about
5 inches of the blade behind the barrel).
Any metal showing on the barrel or the
extremity of the blade could keep the tip
from registering against the metallic jacket.
Second, sandpaper the end of the point to
make sure that there is no rust there which
could keep your weapon from registering a
colored light when it hits the lame.
Moving right along, sandpaper the blade
occasionally to get rid of rust which can
both weaken and insulate the blade (which
could cause an off-target touch against you
if your opponent hits a rust spot on your
weapon). Sandpapering the blade will also
help to get rid of little splinters of steel
which might otherwise end up in your fingers. Check frequently to make sure that
the wire is glued securely into the groove.
A short length of wire protruding from the
groove tends to get cut, necessitating a
complete rewire (not everyone's favorite
job). Protruding wire also has the habit of
stretching to an almost amazing length,
and once stretched, cannot be forced back
into the groove, so reglue it immediately
when it pops out.
Make sure that there is good contact and
no rust where the base of the blade butts
up against the outside of the guard. This
might mean an occasional disassembly of
the weapon to sand off the base of the
blade, but it is a precdution worth observing.
Now if you'll kindly step back behind
the guard, we can look at another major
potential trouble source, the guard connector. Working from the base outward, it is
important to note that the bracket of the
connector must make a firm, clean, metalto-metal connection against the inside of
the guard. Whenever the weapon is disassembled, it is always a good idea to sand
the inside of the guard and the base of the
bracket where it contacts the guard

(whenever the bracket is not riveted directly to the guard). A tight handle maintains the contact between the bracket and
the guard, whereas a loose handle will
allow momentary interruptions in this contact, thus causing a white light to fire.
Travelling up the bracket we come to the
actual contacts. There are two of these, one
of which is the ground and is either part of
the bracket itself or is connected directly to
the bracket and thus to the blade. This connection, in cases where a nut is used,
should be permanent. Check frequently to
assure that there is a tight, rust-free contact
(usually in European 2-prong connectors).
In other types of connectors there may be
enclosed springs and contact plates which
must make contact with one another as well
as with the plug of the body cord. All these

"Protruding wire ... once
stretched cannot be forced
back into the groove ... "
parts must be kept clean and rust-free,
which will require occasional overhaul,
sanding and contact cleaner applications.
Check regularly inside the guard for
wires which might be crushed or broken,
and for wires not solidly attached to connectors. Check that the second contact, the
un-grounded one to which the wire is attached, is well insulated from the grounded
portion of the connector at all points. Make
sure that all parts of the connector which
make contact with the body cord are clean
and if necessary, sanded regularly to ensure
a proper contact when the body wire is
plugged in (especially in the case of the
European 2-prong connectors).
It might be well to take a moment here to
talk about proper assembly of the weapon
(Figure 2). Often the wire is crushed andJor
broken when the weapon is assembled. The
wire, as it leaves the blade, passes through
the guard, through the base of the socket
bracket, and up through a groove in the
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front of the handle. This groove or notch
must be present in the handle, otherwise
the handle will crush the wire when the
weapon is assembled. Remember that the
wire must be covered with a separate plastic
tube from the point where it enters the
guard, all the way to the point where it
attaches to the socket inside the guard.
The body cord presents its own problems
and, as with the weapon, frequent inspection and maintenance are essential. Check
often at both ends of the cable to make sure
that all solder or screw connections are intact and especially that all screw connections are tight. At each end of the cable,
check to see if there are any wires which
might be broken (due to flexing), near the
attachments. If the plastiC insulation is
transparent, this check can be made visubut in most cases a testing apparatus is
almost mandatory in order to make sure. If
one broken wire is located, it will be necessary to clip off all of the wires at that point
and to reconnect them all. This will only
shorten the cable by a couple of inches, but
since most cables come from the factory
more than long enough, this will presen t no
problem. When clipping off wires for reconnection, cut off any portion that shows
corrosion. Reconnect only shiny, clean
wires. Corrosion not only makes
contact almost impossible, but even worse, it
tends to render the wire brittle, thus increasing the chance of future breaks.
Whenever soldering, be absolutely certain that the flux, preferably built into the

"

core of the wire-type solder,
acid. Acid will lead to eventu
very rapid destruction of the I
touches. Make solder connecb
and clean as possible. The cabl,

"rvioisture is the t
of body cords ...
wad them up '"
a wet jacket:
"wick-up" the solder and willi,
sary flexibility if too much sol,
Cords on which the insulati
has become old and brittle, anc
where it has cracked anywhe
length of the cord, should bE
Oxidation at the points of the
flexing at those points render tI
frequent failure. Moisture is tJ
body cords.
them dry,
them up with a wet jacket. If
damp after use, particularly aro
tacts, wipe them off. Check the
especially leaf springs for oxi
clean them often.
With these few precautions
possible to keep your foils and
tively trouble-free. When yOUJ
works well, your fencers know j
more confidently and that's'
about.
(to be continued)
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\Ve at American Fencers Supply
\\'ould like to vvelcome those of you
\\'ho vviIl be attending the

1983 National
Fencing Championships
held here in San Francisco

J(

t

For your convf'nif'ncf' /\FS will bf' on hancl at The tournamf'nt with a display booth to servf' your equipment
nf'f'cis. Howevf'r. Wf' vvish to encourage you to come visit
us at our shop at 1180 Folsom Stwet, where you may see
our complf'te anci extf'nsivf' supply of equipmf'nt.

\Nf' will bf' holding an Open House during the entire

"Nationals" \vf'f'k . .Junf' 3rd to .Junf' lIth. 9 am to 5 pm.
Rf'fwshments will be sf'rved. Our shop is just a short
distancf' by public transportation from tl1(" University of
San Francisco. Diwctiol1s aw on thf" map in this ad. or
stop by our booth and get ciiwclions.

SCHEDULE FOR 1983

USFA NATIONALS
June 3
June 3

Friday

Saturday

June 4

6:00~100

PM

11:011AM

8:00AM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM

Sundav

June 5

Monday

June 6
June 7

Wednesday

Thursday

Fridav

SdtUJJJy

June 8

June 9

June 10

June 11

[vIen's Foil (round 24)
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
SPECIAL MEETIl\:C OF BOARD

8:00AM
4:00PM

Men's Sabre (round 2,j)
Men's Foil FINALS

8:00AM

Men's Foil Team
Men's Sabre FINALS

4:uUF:\'t

Tuesdav

Weapons Check
NFCA !'-.bsters tournament
fuilu'.\t;'J by Annual meeting

8:00AM
1O:00AM

'y\'ulllcn's Foil (round 24)

:vIen's Sabre Team

8:00AM

Men's Epee (round 24)

12:00
HIOPM

Women's Foil FINALS

8:00AM
1O:00AM
4:00PM

Men's U-19 Foil
Men's Epee FINALS

8:00AM
10:00AM
1:00PM

Women's U-19 Foil
;\Jor Cal Oi\,. VVUl11t'Il'S Sabre

8:00AM
lO:00AM

Men's U-19 Epee

Men's

U~19

Sabre

VVomen's Foil Team

Men's Epee Team

\Aiomen's Epee

Los Angeles 1984 Olympic Pin Order Form
"SAM" the Eagle Fencing Pin @ $4 each

$

"Stars in Motion" Pin @ $4 each

$

Collector's Set, Limited Edition @ $185 each

$

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$

FENCING RULE BOOK ORDER FORM
Rule Book with Binder @ $10 each
$
Binder Only @ $5 each
$
TOT AL ENCLOSED
$
Enclose checkimoney order payable to USF A, Postage & handling are included, Mail
to:
NAME
ADDRESS ___________________________________________
CITYiSTATEiZIP
Books will be sent by 4th Class MaiL Mail order form and checkimoney order to:
United States Fencing Association
1750 East Boulder Street
Colorado Springs, CO 80909

As the beginning fencer acquires some
mastery of the fundamental blade skills, attention can be given to bout strategies, One
tactic tha t is widely used by fencers but surprisingly neglected in the literature is the
invitation,
Some books do not mention it at all,
others go so far as to define it and perhaps
briefly state its use, while only a very few
devote more than a paragraph to its place in
a bouL
The invitation is often narrowly defined
as being a voluntary, exaggerated position
of the defender's blade intended to encourage an attack into the open line, The defender is of course prepared to parry such an
attack and score with a riposte, Another
definition, well expressed by Castello and
Bernhard, goes further and includes any
action on an opponent's blade which will
provide an attack into a particular line,
Barbasetti's glossary gives the following
equivalent terms: Invito (Italian), Invite
(French), Einadung (German), Lukevich
uses invito in reference to any blade position other than in line_ Similarly, absence of
blade, i,e, not engaged, as used by PalffyAlpar, Gillet, Bertrand, and Castello, im-

"A successful defense
& riposte might well
undermine the
confidence of the
attacker:'
plies an invitation because some line is
necessarily exposed, Vass, Deladrier,
Lukovich, and Nelson all state that the defender's weapon should be held somewhat
wider than normal in order to induce an
attack,
The concept of invitation is certainly not a
new one, and the semantic differences alluded to above are simply interpetive_ r
think that all might agree that the matter of
the defender's intent in assuming a particular position or in acting with his blade is
the primary consideration, There must be

either temptation or provocatio
opponent to attack in some m
which the defender is fully prep
Senac in 1922 said, "Subterfug
the ruling elements of fencing," 1
tion mayor may not fall under sub
may be so obvious that the defend
bite, But, even so, if the line is OP(
distance is close enough, the da]
too much to resist and an attack
Now the question is how well d,
fender judge his opponent's abili
judgement could result in an easy
embarassing touch, A successfu
and riposte might well undermin,
fidence of the attacker, Still, th.
need not fall into the obvious tr,
him, He has three choices: ignore t
tion and maintain distance; mal
lunge to cause the defender to 1
parry intentions; and, finally, he
predict which parry will be used
attack by feint-disengage,
Subtle invitations are more diff
obvious ones, Normal blade actior
a pressure or beat on the opponel
or a change of engagement coul,
disengagement attack, A slight
than normal blade position or ,
shortened distance are effective ir
if the opponent does not sense t!Being on guard in line is a form
tion if it is taken by a defender whc
he can successfully evade any att
beat or bind his blade, Perfect c
distance is needed if this type of im
to work,
Another, less often used, categol
tation is the playing upon the op
programmed reflexes, For exampl
den bent arm closing of distan(
draw an automatic stop hit respo
some opponents, and this can then
on, Second intention and counter
tions are variations of this tactic In
sion, a beat lunge is made with the
hon that it will be parried reflexiv
attacker is prepared to parry the riF
scor? with hie; n1Nn rOllnh::.r_rlnnc:t

For the beginner, a fairly safe invitation is
to come on guard in the eighth position.
Thus the entire high line appears to be open
and tempting to his opponent. But this is
an illusion, because the defender can
parry four from this eighth position about as
quickly as he could from a normal sixth
position. The lateral distance to be moved
by the hand is the same from both positions,
and the blade can easily be raised in the time
required for the hand to move laterally. Additionally, the defender can choose to parry
six rather than four, and he can do this more
rapidly than he could execute a counter
parry six from the sixth position. Finally,
one advantage to the eighth invitation not
mentioned in the literature is that one can
launch an effective attack to the opponent's
low line whenever the distance has been
closed and the invitation has not been accepted by the opponent. One can frecatch an opponent so concentrating
on what to do offensively against an invitation that he is unprepared to defend, especially when attacked from an unusual angle.
Invitations can be utilized equally well in
all weapons. In sabre and epee, the hand
can be exposed just enough to bring an attack. In epee, the stance can be widened to
bring the leading foot into seemingly easyto-hit distance. But, at all weapons, the invitation should not be a principal tactic and
should not be overused.
REFERENCES
Barbasetti, Luigi. The Art of the Sabre mId
1936, pp. 25-27.
Bernhard, Frederica and Vernon Edwards.
How to FCl1ce, 1956, p. 42.
Bertrand, Leon. The Fencer's
1954, p 16.
Castello, Julio. The Theory and Practice of
FOlcil1g, 1933, p. 43.
Deladrier, Clovis. Modern FfHcil1x, 1948,
p 38.
Gillet, Jean-Jacques. Foil Tcchniques and
1981, p. 24.
Lukovich, Istvan. Electric Foil Fencing, 1971,
pp. 37-39.
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Senac, Regis and Louis Senae. The Art of
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Simonian, Charles. Basic Foil Fencing, 1982,
pp 55-56.
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BULLETIN BOARD
NOTICE
All persons having outstanding business
with the Accreditation Committee of the
USFA (NFCAA-USAA), particularly diplomas, are urged immediately to contact the
chairman, Maitre Stephan Cook, 258
French St., Bangor, ME 04401. Please include current address and phone, and state
your name as you wish it to appear on your
diploma.

1983 EMPIRE STATE
GAMES TRYOUTS
The tryouts for the Open events in the 1983
Empire State Games will be held at the full\Jwing
dates at Hunter College in New York City.
Fencers who reside in the metropolitan New York
area are invited to compete. The finals will be
held from August 10 to August 14 in Syraeuse.
Sat. June 18 Foil 9:00 am.
june 18 Women's Foil 12: n.
Sun. june 19 Epee 9:00 am.
june 19 Sabre 12:00 n.

THE ROCKY
MOUNTAIN SECTIONAL
TOURNAMENT
THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN SECTIONAL
TOURNAMENT, open to Sectional members
only, will be held on April 16 and 17, 1983, at the
University of Kansas Campus, Robinson Gym, in
Lawrence, Kansas. Fees for all Senior events are
S5 fweapon, for all U-20 events are $3/weapon, if
postmarked by April 1. Addiliulul SiS/weapon
charge for late entries until April 8. No entries
accepted postmarked after April 8. Send checks
payable to Rocky Mt. Sec. to Louise Lewis (Secretary), 6905 W. 79th St., #210, Overland Park,
KS 66204. Telephone for information - (913)
649-9148.

Since we Americans weren't there, the
broken blade accident at the Moscow
Olympics in 1980 did not get the coverage
or rouse the interest here that the death in
Rome did last July. Of course, the Russian
who was run through the lung by a broken
foil blade didn't die of it, fortunately, so it
was a less noteworthy event. However, I
doubt if any fencer would want to be on the
receiving end of that sort of present. Not
many would want to be holding the foil
that did it either, I hope.
One of the obvious problems with trying
to protect the torso or arms or legs in fencing is the necessity for a certain mobility,
which can be impeded by garments designed for maximum safety. Real oldtimers
at epee can tell you about the heavy-weight
army duck that their jackets were once
made of. You took off one of those multilayer things and it could practically stand
up in a corner by itself. In those days, of
course, the real sharp-pronged pointe d'arret was used, and actually snagged the
cloth. You wouldn't have wanted any of
this modern synthetiC stretch weave stuff
on you when fencing that triangular sharpie. Nonethless, those jackets were stiff,
and you moved in them under some constraint.
Maybe you would or should want something more today, if you worry about what
might happen if your oppenent's blade
breaks, leaving a sort of pointe d'arret or
dagger pointed at, and coming at, you at
high speed. Fortunately, even though lots
of fencing blades break-come to think of
it, they all do eventually, unless honorably
retired-very few ever do so, even in competition, in such way as to harm anyone.
Just as well.
However, the exception or its pOSSibility
has to be kept in mind. The customary approach, and the one minimally demanded

by the FIE regulations, is the wea
"underarm protector" on the S\
side. That, you realize, is in addit
extra layering of material that is a
quired to be built into the garmeJ
vulnerable side. The size of, or tl
be covered by that underarm pr
minimally specified by the rule:
general terms. Some are so sm2
about to make it; some cover a ~
more of the torso. The more thE
say. I have half a dozen of theE
made all of the usual materials, i
many manufacturers from four
countries. I have to confess, that I
them with a critical eye, I could
improvements.

11

. . One of thos
multi-layered thin
could practicall)
stand up ... by itSE
Recent rumblings from one 0
Committees suggested that fenc
ufacturers should try some eXF
with the same material now used i
bullet proof vests (and, as reo
nounced, in reSin-impregnated f01
shell of the new U.S. Army battlE
The problem here, as I understand
the material is designed to stOt
which spread upon impact, rat
blades or sharp points, which sli,
open a way for themselves. Spe(
ment to make the stuff more re~
dagger points are possible, appan
not always successful, as a recent
cident during a demonstration of
vest shows. After all, it seems to lJ

can sew the stuff, a sharp point can obvious1v get through it. If you stiffen it enough
to resist a pOint, will it be comfortable
enough to be wearable by a fencer, who
needs mobility of torso and arm?
The one underprotector I have seen that I
have not been able to make a dent in, is the
sort of modern chain mail duralumin that
has been imported by Ben Zivkovic.

"if you can sew

the stuff, a sharp
point can obviously
get through it!'
Whether a fencer will be happy in such an
undergarment will depend in part on temperment, I suppose, and also on how good a
fit can be accomplished-you tailor them
with a pair of pliers, removing or inserting
links to suit. However, as far as running a
risk of being pierced through that garment
by a broken blade, it looks to me as though
you could face the world, as Mark Twain is
supposed to have remarked, with the calm
confidence of a Christian with four aces.
Other approches to this aspect of safety
involve actual changes in the material of
which blades are made. I hear of experiments in Germany with fibreglass rods instead of steel. I wonder about that sort of
thing. Have you ever had to take out a fib-

"you could face the
world ... with the
calm confidence of
a christian with
four aces!'
hand 7

or a Chip from your
Anyway, we don't want accidents; we
don't need them; with more care we can
avoid manv of them. Unfortunately, an accident by definition is something that cannot
be a\ oiJed. Anyone unwilling
to accept a certain modicum of risk is in the
wrong sport, if it's fencing.

RESULTS
Temple University junior, India Hayes,
defeated Randi Samet, St. John's University
sophomore, in 5-4 fence-off to win the National Intercollegiate Women's FenCing Association Christmas Invitational, held at
Montclair State College on December 12.
Both fencers finished the final round with
4-1 records. Freshman Rachel Hayes of
Temple placed third, followed by sophomores Toyken Lee, Stevens; Ann Marie
McGrath, William Paterson; and Nancy
Queener, St. John's. Fifty-six women competed in the 50th annual event. Miss Hayes
was presented with the Terry Terhune Fuller Trophy. The six finalists received Julia
Jones metals.

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
TO EARN AND LEARN
Interested in becoming a FenCing Master 7
Train with Maitre John Wills in Pittsburgh.
Only experienced fencers need apply.
Send resume to: 5620 Callow hill,
Pittsburgh, PA 15206 (412) 363-5317 or
521-3583.

AN AD IN
AMERICAN
FENCING
REACHES FENCERS
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
WRITE US FOR RATES
TODAY!

With over 400 entries in eight events, the Jr.
Olympics of 1983 fielded one of the largest national Junior championships yet held. The 92 entries in the U-20 men's foil occupied every available strip and director at the Jefferson High School
in Tampa, Florida to start the event on early
Saturday morning. There were triumphs and
tragedies, smiles and tears, hitches, glitches,
smooth spots, and many large successes as the
competition unfurled over the long weekend.
We leave the glitches for others to point
out, for the welcoming committee was out in
force at the entrance to the gym and answered
almost all our questions. The phYSical lay-out
was well planned, in spite of the large number of
entries. The Organizing Committee should be
praised for its staging of several final events in the
auditorium under television lights, with COmmentators Campoli and McGovern playing
Cosel!. The show provided not only the TV audience, but also the Jefferson High students an
opportunity to see, obviously for the first time for
many of them, a fenCing national championship
of their peers.
It was impressive to see how the "old" experienced fencers spent long, patient hours directing the preliminary strips of our young competitors.
Outstanding performances were turned
in by Steve Trevor, from the Alcazar Club in
Ohio, who captured both the U-20 epee and
the U-20 foil championships; by Russ Wilson, a
Columbia University student, in the U-20 sabre;
and by Caity Bilodeaux, now studying at MIT,
who successfully defended her U-20 women's
foil crown. John and Joe Orvos, HAACers from
New Jersey, were nip and tuck in a large field at
71 fencers in the U-16 fOil and managed to corne
out on lop in that order. Jane Hail is Our new U-16
women's foil champion from Tanner City Club in
New England, and Derek Holeman from Salle
Auriol in Oregon showed great poise in winning
the U-16 epee.
In passing, we also noted a few young sabre
fencers, who sat with their chairs tilted back
against the wall, looking positively sick as they
wdtched a well-known coach give a flashy warmup to one of his students. Snaches of overheard conversations revealed how scared most of
the youngsters were and how they tried to encourage each other in their new experiences.

Parents hovered anxiously about.
If we carry away no other lasting i
great week-end, what made the er
efforts worth-while was the sight of
smile of a young U-20 fencer who fin
first bout of the day and beamed at I
ing parents.

U-16 Men's Foil (71)
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

John Orvos, N.J,
Joe Orvos, N.J.
D. Domencic W. Pat
C. Owen, N. Ohio
P. Clemans, N. Ohio
D. Holeman, Ore.
D. Kinhan, Ore.
M. Yu, Cent CaL
J. ~01mile, N. Ohio
T. Gargiulo, C. Cal.
N. Platt, L. Is.
M. Owen, N. Ohio
K. DesFosses, N. Eng.
C Stout, Minn.
A. Laino, N.}.
J. Marsh, N.].
R. Weiss, N.J.
D. Gutermann, Ind.
A. Weber, 1. Is.
A. Mdll<JII, Cent Fla.

21.

B.

22.

M.

23.
24.

J. Socoloff, N.].
M. Boustany, St. 1.
Delisle,
M.

25.
26.
27.

J.

28.

j.!

29
30.
31.

32.
33.
34.

Ga

M Wittman, Minn.

M. YU10kuglu, Ga.
j. H;)l, Ore.
).

C.
A.
).

35.

S. Flores,

36.

B. Cellier, W. Pat

37,
38.
39.
40.
41.1

J. Melend
C. Rarnse
S. Fauble,
D. Durhal
W. Thorn}

41.T D. Coffey
43. T. SpiegeJ

J.

44.
45.
46.

Kukella
A. Fraser,
D. Korfha
S. Kline, !
B. Dowlin
). Fripp, ,
J. Groene,

47.
48.
49.
50.
51. S. Daggs,
52. S. Fischer,
53. 8. Willkie,
54. D. Lemke,
55. D. Pitzel, J
56. B. Young,
57. T. Galyear:
58. J. Linder, J
59. M. Brooks,
60.1 A. Wonna(
60. T R. Kenewe
62. O. Brett-M
63. S. Combs,
64. ). Ferry, C
65. G. Tar, Gu
66. J. Johnson,
67.1 K. Birley, (
67.1 S. JOhnson
67.T ). Knoll, H'
70. C. Graham
71. B. Ratcliff,

U-16 Men's Sabre (33)

s.

N.
C. CaL
C. O,\;cn,
Ohio
P. Clemens, N. Ohio
P. Cox, N. Eng.
J. McElgin, Phila.

6.
7.

A. 'vVt:tntr,:lUb, Mich.
C. deMarval, C. CaL

8.
9.
10.
11.

A. Lewis, N. Eng.
C. Tortorelli, N.J.
Z. Szegfu, La.
T. Richardson, Minn.
T. Nh N!)11v. T1l

1.

2.
3.
4.

12.

13.
14.

16.
17,
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.

23.
?A

J. Toomer,
C. Reohr, F
Groenew
Knoll, H'
E. Horn, OJ
D. Sabia, ).1
E. Pearson,
J. l\'urmih:,
R. Greisel, (
R. Hynes, l'
D. Sarciy, :tv
'tI.1f Y" r r

J.
J.

25.
26
27.T
27.T

T. Mroczek, Minn

J. Kuh>lla, Gulf C.

30
31.

P. Miceli, La
Vv·. Tlh)U1Ll.:-.,n,

lnd

33

F. Tranchilb, L.
O. Reilly, KJ.
A Carter, Metro
D Brett-M., Gulf C.

lJ-16 Women's Foil (41)
"1
J. Hall, N. Eng
2. J. \\.'ichick, L. Is
D. PratschJer, i\:.)
A. ~1. Barreda, N. Eng.

K.
K.

13.

15
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

0 Sandler, Metro.
D. ;-"'1-lllll!Li, L. Is
C. Schulte, \\'ise.
K KraHcek, Ore.
LA. Leite, Ore.
L. Is
M
L. Betchkal, K Ohio
A. DriscolL Ky.
T. Collins, L. Is.

JY. Toygen, l'vletro
:V1. Jones, [\;. Ohio
C. Marcus, S. Cal

(J-16 Men's Epee (44)
1. D. Holeman, Ore.
2
C. Stout, Minn

5.
6.
S
9.

10.
11
12

13.
14.

16.
17
18.

19.
20.

John Orvos, N.J.
M. Caggiano, N. Eng
Toe Orvos, 0:.J
J. SocoloL 1\".).
J. Purple, Minn.
C. O'Luug;illil\, S. Cal.
T. Griffee, Ind.
S. Stammer, N.J.
D. Lemke, ~. Ohio
A. Halpren, Phil;)
A. SlllilLlilll', S. Csl
D. Horn, Orance C
M. Yu, C. Cal.
F. TrilnchilIa, L. Is
T. Fay, N.J.
D. \.1andt, 1\". Tx.
D. Durhcu:1, Okla.
P. Smith, C Cal
R. Greisel, Gulf C.
W. Th \)1Il 1-':" L, Idaho

U~20

1.
2.

5.

6.

9.
10.

12.
13
14
15
16

18

C. \\"atts, St. L.
A. Harbison, Metro.
C. Coyle, N.C
). Kellv, W.N.Y.

41.)

29.

9.
10
11.

37.
38.
39.
40

21
22

24
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30
31

N. Ledy;)rd, ::"J. Ohio
J. Regnau!t, \l.].
B.
III
M-S
Gulf C.
K. K{)\vabkl, No Tex
P. Fox, Gulf C
C. Gates, i'<.J.
S. Dubbs, So. Tex
K. Palmer, Va
N. ~.LI:l~'U;', La.
8. Leiser, OrE'
1\1. Lewis, Ind.

34

P. Pap"ilias, Met.
O. Sperling. III
E Findrock, Phil"

36

T. Tobia, N.]

37.1 P. Harp-ring, Ky
37.T ). Tatom, La.
39
S. Weiss, Cal
41.

M Ciuff:id;J,

23

T. Traub, IlL

27

28
29.
30
3i
33
34

36
3R.
39
40

D. Clark, C. Fla.
K. Deal, La
8. WiIlkit:', Ind.
]. Kukella, Gulf C.
K. OesFosses, N. Eng.
A. \\·<..illlrd ... b, Mich
1. Marsh, N.J.
D Brett-:-'l., Gold C
r. ~-";urrlliil:, .\:. Ohio
J. Linder, Idaho
T. Galyean, Mich.
O. Coyne, :-0.).

M.

41
42

0
S.
)
S.

44

C
M. Kohn. La.

St L

Women's Foil (79)

C. Bilodeaux, N. Eng
C. Hamori. W. N.Y
M. Sullivan, N. Eng.
A. Metkus, l\'. Eng
J. Yu, C. Cal.
K. C,ull,b;, C. Cal
J. Hall, N. Eng.
1. Hamori, La
R. !'layes, N.1L. Piazza, L. Is!
\.1.J. O';"\JeilL Phila.
M. \\'ichkk, L Is
). Yu. C. Cal.
S. Hi!!, Conn.
J. C<lmiener, N Ohio
C ~lU1ph:, :\J.J
T. Moss, Metro
C. Urban, IlL

19
20

21.
22.
24.
25.

26
27

28
29
30
31
33
34
35
36

T. Yee, Metro.
C. Perkin, Metro.
J Borum, Va
A.M. Barreda, :\. Eng.
R Samet, L. Is.
J. Marnell, N.).
J. \\ jilldlll~. C. F!a
C Klardic, Pbila
0,1. :'LILk'i\, S. Cal
S. Green, N.J.
III
N.C
J. Rachman, Phila
E.:VL :Vldler, Co]um
E Garfield, Ore.
J vVahL Lv·linn.
M. Ld:lldh::l, Westch.
S. Dubbs. S. Tx

42.
43.
44
45.
46.
47.
48
49.
50.
51.
52.
53
54.
55
56.
57

N I

G
S.
E. Shih, Phila
5. Sims, Colo.
S. McPherson, N. Eng.
H. l\·1eyer, H'burg.
A. GrutClll'dun" ~.c.
C SplilhJ.:L 0:.c.
K 0.hllli~,'-Hl, Ind.
S rH::idbl::lg, Ore
Anshuetz, Colo.
K. Goode, Va.
P. Fox, Gulf C.
J. Stedman, Ill.
K. Kariagan, S. Cal
C. Kralicek, Ore
S. Kass, N. Ohio

58
59
60.
61.

62.
63
64

65.
66.

67.
68.

73
74.
75.
76.

77.
78.

30.
51.
52.
53.
54

55.
56.
57

58
59.
60
61.

62.
63.
64.
65
66.
67.

U-20 Men's Sabre (60)
1. R. \Vilson, \'\"E''3tch.
2. A. Kogler, Mich.
3. M. Lofton, L. Is.
M. D' Asaro, C. Cal.
5. D. Po·well, Phila.
6. M. Higgs~C., Ind.
7. D. Jdhn::,u; , rod

N.).

S. Guerra, La.
J. Demarque, Conn.
B. Blewett, Idaho
A. Feldman, Phila.
j. Young, Westeh.
N. Platt, L. Is.
"0..1d1;"\\·,,-,, C

M. Papp. 0J.j

84
85.

P. Marton, C. Fla
A.

86.

M.

\V.

28
29.

B. Selzer,

73.T
73.T
75.
76.

41
42
43.
44.
45.
46.

R Aiken, Gulf C.
P. Rellas, S. Cal.
G Goyne, :\.e.
K Kahn, La
E. Yev..'ell, Ind.
M. Boustany, Va.
D. Alicia, Metro.
J. Hall, La.
K. Wei-Tal. Conn
\1inn.
:vI.

82.

69.
70.T
70.T

27.

39.
40.

Mich.
B. Kavaler, Metro.
K. Paine, La.
L. Lambert, l\'. Tx.
V. McGovern, C. Fla.
0.1. Custard, )J. Tx.
M. Levitan, ~. Cal.
0J. Giuffrida, Cap.

83.

68.

72.

32.
33
34
35
36.
37.
38

J. Dolin,

Sheitron, ;-.,;.
A De Groot, S. Cal.
D. Hitchcock, Gulf C.
J. Westreich, Minn.
]. Hulcb.l}, Cap
R. ~1ellen, Minn.
1\1. ;\1ursell, Ore.
H. Peace, Okla.
D. \.1iller, ;""\i. Cal.
S. Cockerham, Okla
A. Goldstein, SE Mich
\\'. Schalick, St. L
S. Tx.
A
M. McBride, ;\".J.
J. ivl....>'L.lil.x;, Gate\v
M. Shearer, (olum.
J. AdachI, Metro.
Stout, Minn.

)

1. S,lJru,l,J::l, Ore.
K. Willi<lms, Orange C.
1\. Alonzo, L. Is
P. Begun, Colo.
R. Brown, ~'. Tx.
T Guerra, La.
M
N.J.
S. Cahn,
Cal
E. Schicker, 0J.J.
D. Kinhan, Ore.
I. HilL Ore
R. Ri\'ell, N.e.
J. D'Elia, L. Is.
S. Kiefer. i':.c.
M. ~';-<udnj0, Ill.
J. Thomas, Ill.
R. Garfield, Phila.
H. Bases, \Vestch.

N

The Bukantzes, father and son, directing back~to~
bULk at tht? Juiliur OlympiCS.
47
48.
49.

77.

78.
79.

80.
Sl.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
13.
24.
25
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

).
Ga.
).
St. L
K. SmaIL ~. Cal
J. Viveros, e. Cal
A. Goorn(l, N. Cal.
T Regn. N.)
A. Cons(,li, Ind.
G. Zilbersteyn, S. Cal.
D. Donadio, Phila.
M. Janis, Ind.
). Abbey. N.).
B. Cottingham, 1\'.J.
K Stoutennire, Mich.
P. Ciemins, N. Ohio
]. Ames, N.J.

S.
A.

La.
Colo.
0:.
Higgs~C., N.
Vitale, N J.
Rossi, N.
O\\'en, j\,'.
Kroeten, Wise.

J. Barreda,
C.
R.

G.
C.
A.

U-20 Men's Epee (67)
1. S. Trevor. N Ohio
2. ) Pitt. N.j.

Pa.

T. Gargiulo, C Cal.
88. D. pitzel. L:1
89. J. Friff, Va.
90 B. Larson. S.Cal.
9"1 S. Daggs, H'b
92. A. :'lvl ton, C.

87.

32.
33.T
33.T
35.T
35.T
37.
38.

G. Stewart, N. Eng.
E.
N.J.
S.
Okla.
T. Giliham, Wise.
C. Melcher, Metro.
S. Jacobs, c. Fla.
G. Lewis, N.C.
K. \'.'illi.lms, Orange (
K. Buxton, S. CaL
P. Gamble, Mich.
R. I3ondeen, N.C.
A. Halpren, Phila.
M. Mursell, Ore.
D. Schoetter, Md.
p. Graham, Piedm.
E. Yew ell, Ind.
D. Mandt, N. Tx
B. Blewett, Idaho

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.T
43.T

K. Ray, HI.
A. Alonzo, L. Is.
D. Bennett, Ill.
R. Kahn, La.
]. Conlon, Orange C
K. DeaL La.

31.

70
71.
72.

26

30
31.

21.
22.
23.
24
25.
26.T
26.T
28.
29.
30.

69.

79

U-20 Men's Foil (92)
1. S. Trevor, ;-.I. Ohio
S. Kogler, Mich.
W. Wheeler, N. Ohio
4. A. Clarke, ~.J.
5. O. TatzeL L. Is.
M. Griffin, ;'( Ohio
7. 1\. RossabL KC
8. M. V'd'Velden, lnd
C. Higgs-C., N. Eng.
10. E. Scheets, Colo.
11.
Rayzman. Metro
N. Cohen, t-.-1etro.
13. L. \'\'iJ50n, Conn
14. O. :---Ioleman, Ore.
15
M. Pederson, Wise.
16. D. Reuter, Ind.
17. A. Yuffa, Colo.
18 ). O'''eill. N
19
E. Chevc, C.
20. S. Jacobs, c. Fla.
21
C Funai, lnd
22 J. Barreda, N. Eng.
23. K. Hunter. N. Ohio
24. T. Stuhldreht'l, W. Pa.
25
K
Cap.

e. Schulte, \Vise.
S. Lord, Westch.
C. Sardegna, Ind.
R. Ament, Cap.
C. Weber, L. Is.
S. KargeL Ky
K. Chesna, ~1ich.
J. \Yhitel'r., Ind.
P. Hensel, Ky.
C.L Shigaki, S.C
C

4.
3.
6.

Ohio
Ind.
N. Eng.
N)

8.
9.

M. McBride, I\:.J.
A. Yuffa, Colo

31.
32
33
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49
50.T
50.T
52.
53.
54

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

R. Boot!:
) H?ugl
H. PeaCt
P? Rei!.,
D. \VOo(
R. Streil
S. Josep
T. Erich
M.

COU~

e. Ferry
G. Poslu
M. McG
B. Yahr,
M. Segal
59.
A. Baxte
60. D. Clark
61. P. Miltor
62
W. Cwik
63. K. Struv~
64. M. Clark
65. J. Chew,
66. T D. Banks
66.T O. Hitch,

the WyulIli,,;,;

p. Bohovesky, Metro.

D. Sullivan, Ind.
O. Atkins, S. Cal.
A. Baxter, Phila.
:\1. Clark, C Fla.
0
N.C
J
Mich.
Z Szegfu, La.
P. Cox, N
D. Bennett,
A. Reibman, l'.c.
R. Mellen, Minn.
M. Crow, \V. Pa.
M. Martin, Colum.
D. Sardy, Metro.
D. CampulL C. Fla.
P. Milton, Gulf C.
J. Bodnick, La
1. Mroczek, Minn
]. Ewton, N. Tx
R. Thorton, Cap.
Wright, Ore.
Cli. Miller, e. Fla.
R. Eberle, L. Is.
55.
Ik'lc"'~J...;, S. Tx.
56. CIa. Miller, C. Fla.
57.T M.
~. Tx.
57.T J.
Gold C.
57.T D. Cook, Colum.
60. ]. Sophy, Orange C.

11.
12
13
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

45.
46
47.
48.T
48.T

C. Hill, Colum.
D. Meyers, N.C.
Ellert, 0:. Ohio
Burns, Colum.
Griffee, Ind.
S. Smith, C. Fla.
L. Murk, Rf
). O'Neill. N. Eng.
J. ill/ahren, Gulf C

Tev,' youlig ladies from the
IWliur SaliuJuls.

U~16

Wome

RESULTS----------------

DEFENDING NATIONAL CHAMPIOI'

NORTH AMERICAN CIRCUITas of February, 1983
KADAR SABRE (61 Entnes)
1. P- W":,,llnuuk. :'~')TC
2. P. Fripdberg, NYAC
3. r.
NYi\C
4 j.
NYFC
Hou:o;e, l\;"YAC

6 M. Sulli\"an, NYAC
7. S. ;,1utalJ(\~!,!, 0J)TC
G. C('Dzalez-R, NYAC
UNC
9 J.
10
11.
12

PILLER SABRE 11'4 r.ntries)
J. Pelt..'r \\C::;,tbl\'L';", FC
2 G. B<lrtos, NYAC
3 S. Lekach, !\J"YAC
4. S. Blum, FC
J. Banos, Canada
6. E. Sd,UllJel, CIn,lJ:l
l'v1. Sull!,.)!"" NYAC
8. M. Lavoie, Canada
S. ~iU!lllJJl~tu, FC
10. P. Reilly, l\:YAC

11. J. Glucksman, FC
12 G. Gonzalez~R, :--JYAC

13
14.

15.
16
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

D. Koser, \<VdU\,\dluza
B. Keant'. l\:YAC
M. Lofton, NYFC
M. D' Asaro, S. D' Asaro
P. Pulq'u"ilZ, ~YFC
L. Pinkus, Unatt
J. Fazekas,

22. G

23. H
24 D AlltlWlly, Uni\". FC

13 A. Orb<ln, 0JYAC
14. E. House, NY/\C
15 1. BEIIl(lS, Canada
16 C. Marcil, Canada
17. P. Friedberg, ~YAC
18 M. Lofton, FC
Fe

19.
20
21.

22 D. Powell, Cni\'. Penn
23. \r\i. Yung, FC
24.
Ferretti, Canada

CSISZAR MEN'S EPEE (120 Entries)
13. W. Landers, Csiszar
1. H. Farley, C'natt.
14. C. Michaels, CS M. P.
2 G. :-"1a5in, NYAC
3. P. Sehifrin, 5. D'Asaro
15. L
NYFC
Charles R Fe
16. j.
4. S. Trevor. Univ. Penn.
17 J. Moreau, US M. P.
]. Clwclin ..llJ, Canad<l.
18. R. Marx, S. Auriol
6. R. Hurley, S. Sebastiani
19. G. Massialas, S. D'Asaro
7. P. Pesthy, NYAC
20. A. Mes':'in~, B.ll Jdkh
8. T. Glass, S. Sebastiani
21. G.
9. L. Shelley, Orsi
22. C
10. J Cardyn, Canada
23 j.
11. M. Desserrault, Canada
24. E. Ranes, S. D' Asaro
12. D.! Perreault, Canada

PENTATHLON fPEE (SO Entries)
1. G. Masin, NYAC
13.
2. J. ClwuiJ\Jrd, Canada
14.
3. L. Shelley, Ors!
15.
4. R. l\.'ieman, U.S. M. P.
16.
D. Perrault, Canada
H. Farley, unatt.
18.
7. S. Trevor, Uni\'. Penn.
19
L. Siegel, l\.'YFC
20.
21
9 P. Pesthv, NYAC
22.
10 J. Moreau, U.S. M. P.
23.
11 T. Glass, S. Sebastiani
12. T. Eckersdorff, C.5. M. P. 24.

A. Cote, Canada
R. Frenson, :'-JYAC
P. Soter, Halberstadt

P.
Salle Auriol
Haney (din, StJ.lliuIJ :";ni~.
A. M~~~iilg, S. 13<ld.J.l-...h
W. Celnaw, 4gers
T. Carames, l\:YAC
J. Elliott, Marl
R. Hurme, U.S. M. p.
D. Blakley, S. Sebastiani

lv1ichud Marx,

Lee Shelly, Epee

ALAUX \t\-OMEN'S fOIL (Iv';;! i:nfnes)
1.
Penn. State
13 E. Cheris, Cheyenne
2. V
l.]SMP
S. Everson, Csiszar
S. \!,)l\FL.l;"il, Hunter C
15 M. Nagy, Unatt
-1- J. llllllg::;'Ul). SJSU
16 T. Hurley, Sebasti<lni
D
S. Auriol
17. S \bll,lt...;;., FC
C
MIT
18. T Burton, Barnard
M. Miller,l\'iori
19. J. fdUl:"'11Cl, Csiszar
A. \;li11er, Penn. State
20. H. CormIer, Canada
C. A. \,yishart, Canada
21. L. ridL-:~J., Bdltldt,j c.
10. C H<lIh.h.ltlldll, 1 r...dbu ,tadt 22. C. McClellan, TCFC
11. M. Phi!!on, Canada
23. :VI. Verkl\'e, FC
A. Metkus, Yale
24. N. L.Jtham, B. .llJdhL

D' ASARO WOMEN'S FOIL (70
1. J. Ellingson, S. D'Asaro
Penn. State
2. J.
3. A.
Yale L:.
-1- V. Bt,dkrJ, ~,111J.. Pent
5. C. Handelman, Halberstadt
6. J, Poirier, Canada
7. M. Miller, Moti
8. L Ducharme, Canada
9. 5. Steiner, Canada
10. L Maskal, 5. Santelli
11. H
NYFC
12 J. Faulkner,

ALAUX MEN'S FOIL (lOS Entries)
1. ~1. M(Cahey, FC
13.
2. M. Marx, S. Auriol
14
.1. M. Smith, Atlanta FC
15
4 P. Gerard, S. Auriol
16
J. Tichacek, Fe
17
6. H. !-!,lll;bll,:Ullliclrt, Li'v1AC lS.
7
B. Glasson, Canada
19
P. Lewison, Fe
20
G. ~~)n\.lIlHj;J, Letterman 21.
10 J. BiebeL Great Lakes FC
22
)1
11 W. \Vhccler. Alca7.ar FC

D' ASARO MEN'S FOIL (86 Entnes)
\-1. Marx, S. Auriol
13. D. Miller, S. Auriol
2. M. Smith, Atlanta FC
14. P. Bennett, NYFC
3. G, \1assialas, S. D' Asaro
15. L. SiegeL NYFC
4 J. Biebel, Greater Lakes FA 16. J. Powers, NYAC
5. H. H,!lllliJJl . .lIllldn, Letmar 17. J. Bonacorda, NYAC
6. J. Bukantz, NYFC
18 W. Steegmueller, Germany
7. D. Va!samis, NYAC
19. E. KdihJbu, Gr Lakes FA
20, M. McCahey~ NYFC
8. J. Tichacek, ;\1YFC
21. R. Marx, S. Auriol
9. '-iV. Gelnaw, 4gers
22 J. S;;dnush, Pannonia AC
10. P. Burchard, S, D'Asaro
2.1 M. Dale. '{;natL
11 r. Gerard. S. Auriol

P. BUh.hdl<.l, D'Asaro
P.
Auriol
E. i\fL~,\lll,lI::1, ;\IYAC
13ullddlllLtl, NYAC
M. Conyd, Canada
r. Mathis, Unatt.
C. Iv!a:,::;itdas, D'Asaro
FlUlll, DiL,L'lllJl FC
S. Kogler,
N. RO'i3rio, IJnatt.

J.

Entries)

13.
14.
15
16.
17
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

C. Bilodeaux, Charles R
L. Clark, Salle d' Asaro
M. 1'/111,Oll, Canada
H. Cormier, Canada
T. Hurley, Sebastiani
T. Burton, Bdr1\<.lIJ
M. SLJbuni<.l, Csiszar
M. M,don, LAAC
D. L Stone, Or5i
C. McClellan, TCFC
5. Badders, S. Auriol
M. Verhave, Westchester

